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SilverMax is a formula composed of pure silver complexed with purified water. This  
incredibly powerful, non-toxic form of silver has broad-spectrum effects and supports the 
immune system. It also helps the body maintain a healthy barrier against the intrusion of 
unwanted organisms. Unlike prescription antibiotics, however, SilverMax targets specific  
organisms while sparing the body’s beneficial bacteria. Additionally, it does not interfere 
with antibiotics, and may even help them work more effectively. 

The silver in this product will not build up in the body and can be safely used long-term with 
no known side effects. As a result, the pure silver in SilverMax has been shown to provide a 
host of health benefits.

Highlights
• Advanced Technology: SilverMax uses special, advanced technology that allows the sil-

ver to be permanently distributed into the structure of water. The silver becomes a part 
of the water molecule permanently so it will not fall out of solution or suspension. This 
technology is distinct from traditional colloidal (ionic) silvers that suspend larger  
particles of silver with oxygen molecules, which may result in them falling out of  
solution and accumulating in body tissues.

• Silver Nanoparticles: SilverMax utilizes a technological breakthrough allowing for the  
production of a silver particle small enough to enter a single red blood cell, enabling the 
silver to travel through capillaries, the tiniest blood vessels in the body. 

• Safety: After using SilverMax, 99% of the silver leaves the body in 24 hours; all is cleared 
by 48 hours. This is because the silver in SilverMax has been structured into the water, 
allowing the water molecule to get absorbed into the bloodstream and pass through 
circulation. It ultimately gets excreted, leaving behind no harmful metabolites.

Recommended Use:
As a dietary supplement, take 5 mL (approx. 
one teaspoon) orally per day, or as directed
by your health care practitioner.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug 
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, 
cure or prevent any disease.

SilverMax
Specifically engineered silver for immune support

Benefits of SilverMax:
• Immune system support
• Gastrointestinal support
• High potency formula
• Supports a healthy inflammatory response
• Non-toxic, even if used long term
• No known side effects or contraindications; safe for all individuals


